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Abstract

The boost converter with the three-state switching cell seems to be a good candidate for a dc-dc stage for non-isolated generators based on alternative energy sources. It provides a high voltage gain, a reduced voltage stress on transistors and limited input current ripples. In this paper the focus is on performance improvement of this type of the converter. Use of foil windings helps to reduce conduction losses in magnetic components and to reduce size of these components. Also it has been demonstrated that the regulation range of this type of converter can be increased by operation with duty cycle lower than 50%.

1. Introduction

Increasing interest in alternative and renewable energy creates a demand for novel power conversion systems, which interfaces different energy sources to a load or to an utility grid. Very often it’s necessary to boost a low voltage from a source (commercial fuel cells, most of photovoltaic panels) to a high dc voltage suitable for an inverter. In many cases safety isolation is not required, thus it’s possible to use a non-isolated topology. The required voltage gain may exceed value of 20 in some cases. Such gain is attainable for a basic boost converter with SiC diodes and novel MOSFET transistors (SuperFET, CoolMOS etc.), but by a cost of poor semiconductors utilization and the efficiency limited by MOSFET conduction losses [1]. Further efficiency improvement requires low voltage switches which ensure lower conduction losses and improved switching performance. In the literature [2-6] one may find several topologies based on a coupled inductor principle, which offer a high voltage gain and reduced voltage stress on the active switch. The main drawback among these topologies is large input current ripples. On one hand significant input current ripples may lead to faster degradation of a fuel cell stack or disturb maximum power point tracking in case of PV application. An additional input filter can solve these problems, but it increases size, complexity and cost of the converter. Also large ripples result in a large peak current, which leads to increased conduction losses and requires oversized components. The topology introduced in [7] and presented on Fig. 1 offers a high voltage gain and reduced voltage stress on transistors. Reference [8] reports a very good performance of this topology in high voltage gain application ($V_{in}=35\text{~V}$, $V_{out}=400\text{~V}$). The main focus of this paper is to improve a power density and an efficiency of this type of converter.

2. Description of the converter

The selected topology is presented on Fig. 1. It incorporates so called three-state switching cell...
The secondary side of the transformer with diodes D2, D3 and capacitors C2, C3 compose the voltage doubler rectifier. Basically the converter operates in so called overlapping mode, i.e. with the duty cycle larger than 50% and in continuous conduction mode (CCM).

2.1. Operation with duty cycle larger than 50%

Key waveforms for are presented on Fig. 2. There are four basic operating modes. Mode 1 and 3 are identical while both transistors are turned-on and share the input current equally (\(n_{p1}=n_{p11}\)). During this period the input inductor \(L_M\) is being charged. Both primary windings are effectively connected anti-parallel. In this case no voltage induces in the secondary winging and there is no current flow in the secondary winding too. Next, in mode 2 the transistor T1 is being turned-off and energy stored in \(L_M\) is being released thru the primary winding \(n_{p1}\) and the diode D1 to the capacitor \(C_1\), and thru the secondary winding and the diode D3 to the capacitor \(C_3\). In this operating mode primary windings are effectively connected in series and the voltage \(V_{C1}\) is applied to them. The voltage equal to \(V_{C1} n\) induces in the secondary winding. Term \(n\) means the transformer primary-to-secondary turns ratio. The last mode 4 is similar to mode 2 – while transistor T1 remains turned-on and T11 is turned-off. In this mode diodes D11 and D2 conduct. It’s important that the capacitor \(C_1\) is charged twice over one cycle, while capacitors \(C_2\) and \(C_3\) are charged only once. The converter voltage gain in CCM is given by (1). The maximum voltage across switches is given by (2) and (3).

\[
V_{out} = \frac{1 + n}{1 - D} \cdot V_{in} \quad (1)
\]

\[
V_{T1max} = V_{D1max} = V_{C1} = \frac{1}{1 + n} \cdot V_{out} \quad (2)
\]

\[
V_{D2max} = V_{D3max} = \frac{n}{1 + n} \cdot V_{out} \quad (3)
\]

2.2. Operation with duty cycle lower than 50%

Unlike a conventional current-fed push-pull converter [10] the topology presented on Fig. 1 is able to operate with the duty cycle lower than 50%. However the voltage gain function becomes strongly non-linear in this case. For duty cycles just below 50% converter operates normally and it’s voltage gain follows (1). Also the voltage stress on components fits to (2) and (3). On the other end, at the very low duty cycles the converter behaves like a two-phase interleaved boost with coupled inductor [11]. In this case voltage gain is given by (4).

\[
V_{out} = \frac{1}{1 - 2 \cdot D} \cdot V_{in} \quad (4)
\]

Under such conditions diodes D2 and D3 are forward biased all the time so there is no voltage across capacitors \(C_2\) and \(C_3\). The whole the output voltage appears across the capacitor \(C_1\). It may create an additional voltage stress on transistors and diodes D1 and D11.

The boundary between one and the other mode is defined by the crossing of voltage gain functions (1) and (4). By combining these two equations one may find the critical duty cycle \(D_{cr}\) at the crossing point (5).

\[
D_{cr} = \frac{n}{2 \cdot n + 1} \quad (5)
\]

3. Magnetic components

Magnetic components are essential for any dc-dc converter design. Their performance reflects directly on converter’s performance. Typically design and optimization process focuses on loss reduction inside magnetics as well as on reduction of parasitics, so external circuit is not affected. Volume of magnetics is an important issue too.

3.1. Dc inductor

In the considered topology the dc inductor \(L_M\) conducts essentially the dc current with limited ac component (ripples). It means that the flux ac component is fairly low too, thus core losses are small and the design is so called saturation limited design [12]. To improve performance of such design it is important to reduce dc and ac

![Fig. 3. Foil winding arrangement on a gapped core](image)
conduction losses, but low dc resistance is crucial. Basically one may choose between a solid round wire, a Litz wire and a foil winding. Use of a single round wire provides a good window fill factor, a low dc resistance and a low manufacturing cost. To improve window utilization one may use few thinner wires or a rectangular wire if available. Another choice is a Litz wire which provides a good ac/dc resistance ratio, but it requires a larger window area because of a poor copper fill factor. Finally a winding made of a copper foil may provide a very good copper fill factor (depends on copper and insulation thickness) and a very low dc resistance. However two main drawbacks are recognized. First, it's a multilayer design since one turn means one layer. In this case proximity losses may become large quickly. The solution is to use as few turns as possible and the copper thickness smaller than the penetration depth for given frequency. Second drawback relates to use of a ferrite core with a discrete air gap. Because of a fringing field around the air gap huge eddy currents induce in inner layers of the winding. It creates large losses and risk of hot spot in proximity of the gap. This issue is solved by use of a core with distributed air gap, e.g. a powder core. If a core with a discrete air gap is an only option then the special winding arrangement is necessary. It is simply done by notching of inner layers of the winding, so the fringing field doesn’t penetrate thru the winding [13, 14]. An example of such winding is presented on Fig. 3.

3.2. Three winding transformer

Fig. 4 presents transformer primary currents and its components: the input dc current $i_{\text{in}(dc)}$, the input current ripple $i_{\text{in}(ac)}$ and the reflected secondary current $i_s'$. Fig. 5 shows how these components flow in particular windings of the transformer. The input current flows into the beginning of the winding $n_{p1}$ and into the end of the winding $n_{p1}$ like presented on Fig. 1 and Fig. 5. For this current component primary windings are effectively connected anti-parallel. In an ideal case half of the input current flows into one primary winding while the other half goes into the other. In this way fluxes generated by these currents cancel each other, so there is no effect on the secondary side of the transformer. Secondary current $i_s$ flows in the secondary winding and the reflected secondary current $i_s'$ flows in primaries as presented on Fig. 5. For this current component primary windings are connected effectively in series. Such mixture of ac and dc components creates a challenge for the design of transformer windings, especially primaries. Reduction of dc and ac resistances of primary windings is crucial. Use of a Litz wire helps to reduce skin and proximity effects and provides a good ac/dc resistance ratio. Unfortunately in the same time a Litz wire has a poor copper fill factor, and thus requires a core with a large window. Also the leakage inductance of such winding is high. A round wire has a better copper fill factor and a dc resistance is reduced in compare to the Litz wire. But due to the skin effect the ac loss is fairly high. By taking several thinner round wires one may reduce layer thickness and the ac resistance, but it requires fairly complicated winding arrangement. A foil winding seems to be a good solution once again. It has a very good copper fill factor and the dc resistance is low. Small thickness of the foil reduces the skin effect, while interleaving of primary and secondary
windings attenuates the proximity effect [15]. The proposed winding arrangement of the three winding transformer is presented on Fig. 6. Primary and secondary windings are interleaved. Primary windings \( n_{p1} \) and \( n_{p11} \) are made of a thin foil occupying whole available window width. Each of primary windings has just a single turn per layer and the secondary winding is sandwiched between primaries. The secondary winding has few turns arranged in a single layer like presented on Fig. 6. Such winding arrangement provides low dc and ac resistances for all mentioned above current components and a good coupling between primary and secondary windings. This solution has two main drawbacks. First, because of intensive interleaving there is a large surface area of primary and secondary winding facing each other. Depends on the insulation material and the insulation thickness it may result in a significant interwinding capacitance which decreases performance. The second drawback is reduced flexibility in terms of turns ratio. It’s fairly easy to achieve integer turns ratio, like 1:2 or 1:3. But it may be difficult to achieve non-integer turns ratio, like 1:2.5.

4. Experimental results

In order to verify theoretical analysis and simulations the 500 W breadboard has been built and tested. The converter input voltage is 30-50 V and the output voltage is regulated at 400 V. The switching frequency is \( f_s = 50 \) kHz. The assembled converter is presented on Fig. 7. The inductor \( L_M \) bases on E42/21 ferrite core with 1 mm air gap. The winding is made of 24x0.3 mm copper foil and there are 12 turns, which gives the inductance \( L_M = 47 \) \( \mu \)H. It limits input current ripples to 3.5 A peak to peak, which is about 20% of the maximum input dc current. Measured dc resistance of the inductor winding is \( R_{\text{Mdc}} = 2.7 \) m\( \Omega \) while respective ac resistance is \( R_{\text{Mac}} = 120 \) m\( \Omega \) for 100 kHz (double of the switching frequency). The transformer bases on E42/21 core too. Because of core losses its peak induction is limited to 0.15 T at high input voltage and it requires at least 6 turns in each of primary windings. Primary windings are made of 24x0.15 mm copper foil. The transformer turns ratio is \( n_{p1}:n_{p11}:n_s = 1:1:2 \), thus the secondary winding has 12 turns and it’s made of 10x0.15 mm copper foil. Measured dc resistance is \( R_{p1ac} = R_{p11ac} = 3 \) m\( \Omega \) for the primary winding and \( R_{sac} = 12 \) m\( \Omega \) for the secondary. The ac resistance of the transformer is measured in respect to particular current components flowing in its windings and described in section 3.2. The ac resistance seen from the secondary winding while primaries are connected in series and shorted is \( R_{sac} + R_{p1ac} + R_{p11ac} = 21 \) m\( \Omega \). This resistance is related to the secondary current and the reflected secondary current. Next the resistance for input current dc and ac components is evaluated with primary windings connected anti-parallel.

Fig. 7. Assembled 500 W converter

Fig. 8. Waveforms of the converter operating with \( V_{in} = 10 \) V and 50% duty cycle

Fig. 9. Waveforms of the converter operating with \( V_{in} = 10 \) V and 40% duty cycle
Measured dc resistance is about $R_{p1dc}=1.5\ \text{m\Omega}$ and the ac resistance is about $R_{p1ac}=1.8\ \text{m\Omega}$. The transformer turns ratio is 1:1:2 and it enables to use of 150 V MOSFETs (IRF4321PbF). Diodes D1 and D11 are 150 V Schottky’s (30CPQ150PbF) while D2 and D3 are 600 V SiC diodes (IDT10S60C).

Next, the test at low duty cycles and reduced input voltage is being performed. The input voltage is set to 10 V and the duty cycle is changed from 50% down to 25%. From (5) it’s found that the critical duty cycle $D_{cr}=40\%$. Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 present observed waveforms at 50%, 40%, 39.5% and 25% duty cycle respectively. On these figures Ch1 presents the gating signal for the transistor, Ch2 presents the drain-source voltage of the respective transistor, Ch3 presents the transformer secondary voltage and Ch4 presents the input current. The voltage $V_{c1}$ is determined by the transistor drain-source peak voltage (Ch2), while voltages $V_{c2}$ and $V_{c3}$ are given by the transformer secondary voltage (Ch3). For duty cycles 50% and 40% output capacitors share the output voltage equally and the voltage gain follows (1). When the duty cycle decreases just below $D_{cr}$ (Fig. 10) the voltage $V_{c1}$ quickly increases (the peak of Ch2) and voltages $V_{c2}$ and $V_{c3}$ decrease (the amplitude of Ch3). When the duty cycle decreases farther then the transformer secondary voltage collapses down to zero. In this case only the capacitor $C_1$ contributes to the output voltage.

Finally the efficiency of the converter has been measured using four precision digital multimeters Fluke 8845A. Since the input current exceeds the multimeter current range an external precise shunt resistor has been used. Measured efficiency curves are presented on Fig. 13.

![Fig. 10. Waveforms of the converter operating with $V_{in}=10\text{V}$ and 39.5% duty cycle](image1)

![Fig. 11. Waveforms of the converter operating with $V_{in}=10\text{V}$ and 25% duty cycle](image2)

![Fig. 12. Voltage gain of the converter operating at low duty cycle](image3)

![Fig. 13. Measured efficiency of the converter for 30 V and 50 V input voltage](image4)
5. Conclusion

This paper describes the boost converter with the three-state switching cell. To improve the design and reduce size of the converter foil windings are used instead of round wires or Litz wires. The dc inductor with foil winding is characterized by a very low dc resistance. For the three winding transformer (the push-pull transformer) proper arrangement of foil windings ensures a very low resistance for all current components present in its windings. Measured peak efficiency exceeds 97% for low and high input voltage. Also it has been demonstrated that the regulation range of this type of converter can be increased by operation with duty cycle between 50% and $D_{cr}$.
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